Intelligent Lockers Systems. Beyond Smart.

Intelligent Locker Systems
Common Applications
Apartments

Corporate Offices

Mailrooms

Retail Locations

Easy parcel management with secured delivery and collection
Hollman Intelligent Lockers offer a cost-efficient solution for 24/7 delivery and secure pickup for
mail as well as small and medium parcels. It’s a convenient option for residents and customers
who want secure deliveries at their apartments, offices, or other locations. Packages are secured in
lockers, eliminating concerns about theft and the system is active 24 hours a day to be available
for any schedule.
Offer a new valuable amenity – save staff resources
■■ Resident Satisfaction: With our smart lockers, your residents
and customers can pick up packages on their time.
■■ Free Up Staff: Staff is better able to serve their resident’s
other needs because they don’t need to spend so much time
managing packages.
■■ Eliminate Package Theft: Packages are stored securely,
requiring a code to be entered for retrieval.
■■ Lower Costs: Eliminate hours receiving and distributing
parcels.
■■ 24/7 Access To Parcels: Packages can be retrieved any time
that is convenient.
■■ Attractive Amenity: With our design-centric features, Intelligent
Lockers set the standard and help add value to the property.
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The Lockers
Intelligent Locker Systems are available in a variety of finishes to
complement with any location from high-end apartment lobbies
to corporate offices. Both laminate and high-grade veneers are
available
They are built in our state of the art plant in Irving, Texas. We
use only premium materials and lockers are built with our highdurability, industry leading DGS process (doweled, glued, screwed)
for lasting stability.

The Technology
Behind their sleek exteriors, ILS systems are controlled by a system
of internet connected computers that track where a package is
stored, issue a single-use code for retrieval, and automatically
open the door to that location when the owner enters the code
into the touch-screen kiosk.

Intelligent Locker Systems Simplify Parcel Delivery and Collection

Parcel Delivery

Text Sent to Recipient

Parcel Pick-up

Parcels are delivered and
checked into the system.

When a parcel is checked in, a
text is automatically sent to the
recipient with a single-use code
for retrieval.

At their leisure, recipients
enter their code into the
touch-screen kiosk and the
locker containing their parcel
automatically opens.

They system keeps track of
which lockers are occupied
and directs new parcels to be
placed in available locations
based on their size for best
utilization of the space.

About Hollman
Hollman has been building Lockers since 1976. Located in Irving, Texas, we have an dedicated engineering and
design staff with the expertise to make your project a success, All Hollman lockers are shipped fully assembled
and white glove installation is available. Please reach out – we would love to work with you.
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